G4S International Logistics & Sequel Logistics extend their
strategic alliance in the Diamond & Jewellery Segment to Belgium
and US
Press Release: 01 April, 2015, London, England.
G4S International Logistics (G4Si), as one of the world's foremost provider of insured
and secured shipping solutions, and Sequel Logistics (Sequel), the leading secured
solutions provider with the largest network in India, are extending their alliance in the
Diamond & Jewellery (D&J) segment from India to now also include Belgium and
US.
G4Si and Sequel will consolidate their strengths in this unique alliance to deliver a
superior logistics solution for high value shipments around the world.
Speaking on the alliance, Mr. John Nelson, Managing Director, G4S International
Logistics said, “G4Si is focused on providing a seamless high quality service and
risk management through its unique insurance cover to all our customers around the
world. When we formed this alliance, our objective was to ensure that our customers
experience a superior secure service in a stronger network supported by data
integration and information. Our alliance with Sequel started from the year 2013 in
India, and we are eager to expand this combined excellence now to other countries
– US and Belgium.
Sequel is the leading secure logistics service provider in India, with sophisticated
technology and state of the art infrastructure. A natural extension of our alliance in
India is to expand to US and Belgium. I would like to thank all our customers for their
loyalty and support over the years, which has fuelled our commitment to
continuously improve and augment our services.”
Commenting on the strategic alliance, Mr Sharad Jobanputra, Chairman & Managing
Director, Sequel Logistics said, “Sequel believes in going the extra mile to give a
customized and superior secure logistics solution, unique to each customer’s
specific needs. The coming together of the best of both worlds: the international
network with risk management of G4Si and the operational excellence with superior
Information Technology of Sequel will provide the customers in the US and Belgium,
a secure seamless network and revolutionary service experience.”

About G4S International Logistics:
As the logistics arm of G4S (LON:GFS), the world's largest secure solutions provider,
G4S International Logistics (G4Si), has offices in the major diamond and jewellery
trading centres around the world, with a network in 110+ countries, transporting highvalue merchandise to and from just about anywhere in the world. As an innovator
with decades of experience in global and domestic secure transport, G4Si services
minimise risk while maximising transport efficiencies. Banks, financial institutions,
governments, mines, diamond cutters, jewellery manufacturers and retailers
worldwide rely on G4Si to protect their commercial and reputational risk while
optimising their business operations.
About Sequel Logistics, India:
Sequel Logistics is the largest secured logistics company in India, managing
movements of valuable cargo in excess of USD 20 billion, annually. With 20 highgrade vaults, 40 secured hubs and 120 armoured trucks, Sequel services 210 towns
and 5000 pin codes on a regular basis. Sequel provides full range of services from
bullion imports, vaulting & delivery, D&J Armoured services, D&J small valuable
shipments, D&J trade shows, customs clearance, returns and warehouse
management services. Sequel launched the industry’s first mobile app, enhancing
internal efficiencies and customer experience. Sequel’s customers are empowered to
enquire, book & track shipments, and manage their invoices, directly from their
mobile device, anytime, anywhere. As owner of critical consignments, we understand
that real time information on shipment status and location is absolutely vital to our
customers. Sequel’s IT application provides this information in the most convenient
format and on a truly real time basis.
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